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I create
every instrument
as 
unique and vibrant 

as an antique.





Choosing
Frédéric Noharet
The fact that those who play one of my instruments for the first 
time feel the sensation of an already mature tone that recalls 
antique instruments, is extremely satisfying. The warm and soft 
colour of the varnish, with it's old look, enrich and intensify this 
sensation.

Ease of sound, the balance and fullness of the timbre are the 
features that mark my work, built to instill in a new instrument all 
the sensuality of an old one.

Nothing can replace a direct experience; I am available to let you 
touch my instruments with your own hands and fall in love. I will 
explain to you why every instrument is different, just like every child 
looks like his brothers but is never the same.

To play, inspired
What allows a violinist to express himself at best in the interpretation of a 
challenging piece? An instrument with a strong personality that reassures 
and releases inspiration.

A matter of personality
Certain instruments resonate and convey a magnetic attraction. It is not a 
matter of symmetry, neither of perfection, but of personality... Usually they 
are old instruments and they are the ones that inspire my way of working.

New and old
UAntique cars are fascinating: the materials seem to be alive and guardians 
of the emotions of a lifetime. But who would choose this car for a long 
journey, fast and comfortable? A new object, of high quality, is more reliable, 
safe and accessible.





Frederic Noharet studied in Cremona at the International 
Violin making School, with teachers such as Ezio Scarpini, 
Claudio Amighetti and Francesco Bissolotti with whom 
he graduated in 1982.

He moves to Parma in 1986 and in 1990 he starts his 
practice in the current seat, Via Bixio 17. 

As of 2014, he teaches violin making at the International 
School “Renato Scrollavezza” in Parma.
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